JAPAN MUST FIGHT BRITAIN
suggests itself whether this is sufficient, in view of the tension
between Japan and England, and whether it would not be
wiser to detach part of the Fleet which is at present in
Europe and station it in the Pacific. This question is one of
the first importance to Japan, for the despatch of a Fleet
to the Far East would be an early and definite indication
that England had determined to fight her.
Admiral Jellicoe*s views.
A natural preliminary to answering it is to form some
idea of the importance that England attaches to the Pacific.
In 1918, at the end of the Great War, the Admiralty
realized that the probable scene of future naval operations
had shifted from the North Sea to the Pacific. And they sent
Admiral Jellicoe out there to investigate and to report on
the strategical aspects of the matter. The Admiral advised
that an 8-8 Fleet, to match the Japanese 8-8 Fleet, should
be stationed in the southern part of the area, and that a
suitable base for it should be constructed at Singapore.*
The Admiralty concurred, but the Government of the
day held that to station a powerful Fleet in the Pacific would
only irritate Japan and America and serve to breed ill-
feeling. For that, as well as for reasons of economy, it turned
down that part of the proposal and compromised by
approving the construction of a base at Singapore capable
of taking the latest heavy ships, which could then be
despatched to the Far East should occasion arise.
The idea at the time was that although Singapore was
8000 miles from England, it would be possible to send out
there a fast and powerful squadron consisting of the high-
speed battleships Nelson and Rodney, who were then nearing
completion, and Hood, Repulse, and Renown. Further, it was
expected that future capital ships would be even faster
and would be capable of reaching the area under considera-
tion in ten days. In fact, British naval opinion did not
consider it necessary to station a powerful Fleet in the
Pacific.
Note, reader! The plan to construct these fast capital
ships, to which the British naval officers pointed with so
*note.—The Japanese programmes of construction of about this date
provided for a main Fleet of eight battleships and eight battle cruisers.
It was described in the Press as the 8-8 Fleet.

